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Abstract -- Selector device is critical in high-density cross-point
resistive switching memory arrays for suppressing the sneak
leakage current path. GexSe1-x based ovonic threshold switch
(OTS) selectors have recently demonstrated strong performance
with high on-state current, nonlinearity and endurance. Detailed
study of its reliability is still lacking and the understanding on the
responsible mechanisms is limited. In this work, for the first time,
the endurance degradation mechanism of Ge-rich GexSe1-x OTS is
identified. Accumulation of slow defects that remain delocalized
at off-state and GeSe segregation/crystallization during cycling
lead to the recoverable and non-recoverable leakage current,
respectively. Most importantly, a refreshing program scheme is
developed to recover and prevent the OTS degradation and the
endurance can be therefore improved by more than five orders
without adding additional material elements or process steps.
I. Introduction
Selector device is the key element for high-density storage class
memory (SCM) using resistive switching device in a large 1S1R
cross-point array to suppress the sneak leakage paths [1-4] (Fig.1a
&b). GexSe1-x selector devices have been reported recently with
high on-state current density, thermal stability, endurance, and
low off-state leakage current [5-8]. We have also reported on
its switching and relaxation mechanisms with both atomistic
simulation and experimental evidence [7-10]. Detailed study
on its reliability and degradation mechanisms is still lacking,
and the understanding is limited, such as on the increase of
leakage current in endurance tests [8,11]. In this work, for the
first time, an overall picture is obtained for the defects and
mechanisms responsible for switching, relaxation and endurance
degradation in Ge-rich GexSe1-x OTS selector. The accumulation
of slow defects that remain delocalized at off-state and the GeSe
segregation/crystallization during cycling lead to recoverable and
non-recoverable leakage current increase, respectively. Most
importantly, based on this understanding, an optimal refreshing
program scheme using the reverse pulse or at higher temperatures
is developed to recover and prevent the OTS degradation, and the
endurance can be improved by more than five orders without
adding additional material elements or process steps (Fig.18).
II. Device and switching/relaxation mechanism
Devices used: Amorphous GexSe1-x films are prepared by room
temperature physical vapor deposition (PVD) (Fig.2a) [7-8]. TiN/
GexSe1-x/TiN selector device (x=40%) is integrated in a 300 mm
process flow, using a pillar (TiN) bottom electrode that defines the
device size down to 50 nm. A GexSe1-x chalcogenide films control
from 20 nm down to 5 nm thickness was achieved and passivated
with a low-temperature BEOL process. A triangle pulse is used to
record the bias and current during the switching (Fig.2b&c).
Switching mechanism: As reported in our previous atomistic
simulation and experiment work [9-10], OTS volatile switching in

Ge-rich GexSe1-x is based on the modulation of electronic structure
of mis-coordinated amorphous Ge-Ge bonds as tail states (Fig.3a).
In this work, ab initio calculation reveals that the high electric field
at Vth and the charge injection to CB lead to the Ge-Ge bond overcoordinated, thus transitioned from the ground state to the excited
state (Fig.3b) with a much reduced mobility gap (Fig.4a). This is
equivalent to delocalization in space and reduction of energy level
as illustrated in Fig.4b, so that a conductive percolation filament
is formed and can be retained at the low Eon, allowing a high Ion.
Vice versa for the switch-off when Eon is further reduced to Vhd,
where fast defect localization leads to a much weaker filament and
much smaller Ioff [9,10]. The filamentary switching in OTS is
supported by the area-independence of both on and off currents
[9,10] and the stochastic Weibull distributions of t-on & t-off [10].
Relaxation at off-state was also observed [10]. In this work, we
report, for the first time, that after the switching-off, Vth gradually
increases with the OTS floating time and eventually returns to the
value of the first-fire (FF) voltage (VFF) in a fresh OTS after a long
relaxation period (Fig.5a). This complete Vth relaxation is caused
by the localization of ALL slow delocalized defects that remained
in the filament at switch-off, as illustrated in Fig.5b.
III. Endurance degradation and the mechanism
Ileak increase with cycling is observed at off-state during the
endurance test (Fig.6a), which overwhelms the characteristics of
OTS switching eventually after 1M cycles. This is confirmed by
the DC I-V measured at off-state (Fig.6b), as Ileak is very low in a
fresh device and increases after the FF, and it keeps increasing
during the cycling. The Ileak increase is found insensitive to pulse
amplitudes (Fig.7a) and durations (Fig.7b), suggesting that the
degradation is mainly dependent on the number of switch cycles.
Excitation energy (Ea) of off-state current is measured to
further investigate the mechanisms using the Arrhenius plot. Ea at
off-state both in a fresh device and after FF (Fig. 8a @1V) and at
on-state (Fig. 8b @3V) are measured and compared in Fig. 8c. Ea
reduces from 0.43 eV in a fresh device to 0.3 eV after the FF, and
to -0.005 eV at on-state. This can be explained by the switching
and relaxation process (Fig.9a-c). The defects in a fresh device are
localized and at above the electrode’s Fermi level with a high
energy barrier of 0.43 eV, leading to very low leakage via PooleFrenkel tunneling. When they are delocalized at switch-on, a
filament is formed with ohmic-like conduction via defect-todefect (DTD) tunneling. Once the bias is further reduced to reach
Vhd, the fast defects are localized during switch-off, but the slow
defects remain delocalized and retain a weaker filament and Ioff at
off-state, which is due to a DTD energy barrier (Ea = 0.3 eV)
higher than that at on-state, caused by the larger distance between
these slow defects remaining in the filament.
During cycling, Ea of Ileak reduces gradually from 0.3 eV to
0.05 eV, while Ileak increases and Vth reduces (Figs.10a-b). It may
be explained by the accumulation of additional defects (Fig.10c),

i.e., the number of slow defects that remain delocalized at off-state
increases during cycling, leading to the lower tunneling barriers
between defects, hence Ileak increases and Vth reduces. Based on
this understanding/presumption, novel recovery methods will be
explored in attempt to localize these additional slow defects either
by a reverse-bias pulse or at a higher temperature, which may
facilitate the OTS recovery, as investigated in detail below.
IV. Endurance recovery and degradation mechanism
Recovery methods: (a) One reverse-bias pulse is applied to each
OTS, after 1k, 100k, and 1M cycles, respectively (Fig.11a-d).
There is a small Ileak increase observed in the OTS after 1k cycles,
as also confirmed by DC measurement (Fig.11e), and the reverse
pulse can recover both Vth and Ileak to the value before the cycling,
agreeing with that in the relaxation test without cycling (Fig.5),
supporting that additional delocalized slow defects accumulated
during cycling are localized (Fig.10). In the OTS after 100k cycles,
Ileak increases clearly, and the reverse pulse can only partially
recover the device. In OTS after 1M cycles, however, Ileak increase
is prominent and OTS cannot be recovered by one reverse pulse.
(b) Higher temperature at 125oC to 250oC can also reduce Ileak
after 6k cycles (Fig.12), but it needs 8 hours at above 200oC to
recover the OTS. The above recovery results are, to certain extent,
similar to the relaxation behavior observed in OTS device without
cycling (Fig.13a&b), where the reverse bias and higher
temperatures can also accelerate the localization-induced
relaxation, leading to the higher Vth in the subsequent switch-on.
This suggests that the localization of the slow defects contributes
to both the OTS recovery in early cycles and the relaxation after a
single switching event. The non-recoverable degradation in later
cycles (Fig.11c&d), however, needs to be further examined.
Mechanism of non-recoverable degradation: TEM of the OTS
before and after 1M cycles are compared in Fig.14 (a-b). The
fresh OTS device has uniform and amorphous GexSe1-x layer but
it becomes non-uniform, partially crystalized and porous after 1M
cycles showing element segregation in the chalcogenide layer,
which may lead to the non-recoverable Ileak [11].
To further clarify the root cause of non-recoverable Ileak
degradation, TEM of two OTS devices at different cycles after
applying one reverse pulse in each device are compared in Fig.15
(a-b). In the OTS after 5k cycles followed by a reverse pulse, the
GexSe1-x layer is amorphous and the OTS is recoverable (Fig.15a),
suggesting the localization of slow defects dominates the recovery.
This is further supported by the observation that the Ileak and Vth of
OTS after 4k cycles can fully recover to the Ioff and VFF of a fresh
device after floating for 40 days (Fig.16a-b), similar to that of the
long relaxation, confirming that the recovery is also originated
from the localization of the accumulated slow defects (Fig.16e).
In OTS after 1M cycles followed by one reverse pulse (Fig.15b),
GexSe1-x layer is similar to that without applying the reverse pulse
(Fig.14b), and it is partially crystallized with high Ge content at
the bottom, leading to non-recoverable OTS degradation. This is
confirmed in Fig.16c-d, as the OTS after 1M cycles cannot be
recovered after floating for 45days, supporting GeSe segregation
/crystallization is the main cause of degradation (Fig.16e).
V. Optimal refreshing scheme for endurance improvement
sssOptimal refreshing pulse conditions are investigated to
improve the endurance performance. The ratio of forward

switching and reverse recovery pulses is an important criterion,
as the selector needs to be switched on/off during the read
operations, which occurs more often than the write/erase of the
RRAM. It is found a ratio of 5k:1 between the forward and
reverse pulses is optimal for avoiding excessive Ileak (Fig.17a).
This is confirmed by the TEM (Fig.15c), as GexSe1-x layer remain
amorphous after 1M cycles with the negative pulses applied in
every 5k cycles, suppressing the excessive Ileak. A reverse bias
higher than -5 V will lead to additional Ileak increase (Fig.17b),
hence -4 V is chosen to minimize the advert degradation effects.
Endurance improvement: OTS endurance can be improved
by more than five orders after inserting a reverse recovery pulse
of -4 V for every 5k cycles of forward switching at 5 V at room
temperature (Fig.18). This reverse pulse refreshing scheme
combined with switching cycling at 125oC can further improve the
endurance by more than six orders to reach beyond 1010 cycles
(limited by test instrument), thanks to the combined recovery
effects of the reverse pulse and a higher temperature, making it
well suitable for embedded applications. It should be emphasized
that this significant endurance improvement has been achieved
without adding any additional material elements or process steps.
Mechanism of preventing degradation: Non-recoverable
degradation can be attributed to ionic movements of Ge and Se
towards opposite directions under the forward switching pulse
[12,13]. The ionic movements can aggregate and eventually lead
to GeSe segregation and crystallization after a large number of
switching cycles (Fig.16e). A reverse pulse in every 5k cycles can
push these ions back and stop its aggregation, which is similar to
that observed in PCRAM devices [12,13]. Ti contamination in the
chalcogenide layer has also been observed in OTS endurance tests
and attributed as the cause of degradation [11]. Ti has also been
observed in the devices in this work after 1M cycles both with and
without applying the refreshing scheme, hence its role for causing
degradation may not be dominant and needs further investigation.
It should also be noted that the full applicability of this work to
other OTS materials is to be further examined in future work.
VI. Conclusions
Endurance recovery and degradation mechanism of Ge-rich
GexSe1-x OTS is investigated. For the first time, the accumulation
of delocalized slow defects & GeSe segregation/crystallization are
identified as causes for recoverable and non-recoverable leakage
current increase at off-state during the cycling, respectively. Most
importantly, based on this understanding, it is found that the slow
defects can be localized to recover the OTS by either a reverse
pulse or at higher temperature, and the GeSe segregation/
crystallization can be prevented by inserting a reverse pulse in
every 5k cycles. An optimal refreshing scheme is designed that
can improve the endurance by more than five orders at room
temperature. It can be further improved to more than six orders at
125oC, without adding additional elements or process steps.
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